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A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THOSE WHO

FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS



MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD.
S NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, S02 ONZ — TELE 20855

The Metal Model Soldier Manufacturers run by Wargamers for Wargamers offer the
lowest priced metal figures ANYWHERE covering the periods between ANCIENT EGYPT
to the BRITISH COLONIAL 1880s inclusive.

We are pleased to announce new figures available in the ANCIENT Period, all
"S" Range and unfortunately not in the Catalogue (Dick pulled a fast one on ne
when Phil and Sue 3arker visited us for a day - I'll have to lock hin up again!)

A.H. hS Late Homan Infantryman Throwing Pila.
Late Homan Infantryman with Spear Advancing.
Late Homan Praetorium Spearman Advancing.
Late Homan Auxiliary Slinger.
Late Homan Auxiliary Archer.
Palatine Auxiliary Spearman.
Roman Musican (Large Horn).

Gaul Heavy Spearman Advancing.
Frank Axeman Advancing.
Viking Swordsman advancing.

Pict Spearman advancing.
Pict Archer kneeling Firing.

All the nncient Cavalry (bar Philistine and 3yzantine) are now available in
the two piece "Separate" style at 3/4d. Combinations are nigh on limitless with

A.C.H. 1S Half Armoured Cavalry Horse.
A.C.H. 23 Full Armoured Cataphract Horse. and a Camel of course.
A.C.H. 5S Ancient Cavalry Horse

and the "Separate" Riders.

Figures and Artillery Pieces in other periods include

Hal. 1S Karlburian Musketeer Advancing.
Hal. 4S Marlburian Grenadier Advancing.

3.N.C. 73 British Horse Artillery Limber Horse Rider.
B.U.C. 83 British Line Artillery Limber Horse Rider.
F.U.C.15S French Line Artillery Limber Horse Rider.
F.N. 425 French Guard Sapeur.

M.F.A. 43 Small COEHORH Mortar - l/Od.
N.F.A.10S 9in MORTAR - l/6d (Suitable for wargames from the Medieval to

American Civil War Periods)
N.F.A. 8S GENERAL'S FIELD CARRIAGE with 2 Horses, Driver and General - £1.

B.C. 15 British Colonial Infantryman Advancing.
2.C. 1S Zulu Advancing.

THUS OR FALSE

Q. Minifigs are moving to Somerset or somewhere.
A. FALSE. Dick has a hard job getting here from Portsmouth each day let alone

drive backwards and forwards to Somerset.

Q. Minifigs to distribute figures in boxed sets.
A. FALSE. We will always give that personal service YOU want and supply the

number of figures YOU order. You can always get in touch with Dick
or Neville by telephone, letter or at the Shop.

Q. Minifigs are "All Systems Go".
A. TRUE. We reckon (and customers agree) we are "With it" in despatch of orders,

design of figures, production of new figures regularly, personal
attention to the smallest order and youngest customer. We are the
Wargames Figure Manufacturers for the Wargamer and Collector who takes
pride in his Army.

A.H. 6.S
a.r. 10S

A.H. 12S

A.H. 13S
A.R. 14S
A.H. 15S

A.G. 1S

A.F. 1S

A.V. 15

A.Pt. 1S

A.Pt. 23

Commercial Director—NEVILLE DICKINSON Design Director—RICHARD HIGGS
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EDITORIAL

In the December "Counsels of i.'ar" Bob 0'3rien

made some pertinent comments on whether or not there
were any "professional" wargara-.rs and concluded that
he knew of none. By a strange coincidence, at just
about the same time as this was being printed a well
known wargamer was claiming to be just thatI Many
British subscribers will have seen Jargamer Don
Houghton "fighting11 a Waterloo-type battle with Derek
Nimmo in a recent T.V. show. The researcher for this

show approached a certain wargamer for some facts and
information only to be told that he was speaking to
a Professional bargainer and the only authoritative
writer on the subject and that he would have to de
mand a proper professional fee for his services before
he would even discuss an appearance. Aside from the
fact that his attitude did little good for our hobby,
it would be interesting to know the grounds upon
which this man claims to be a professional wargamer. I have probably been involved
more in a commercial sense with the hobby of wargaming than anyone else but I could
never consider myself to be a professional. I was very pleased to give any aid and
advice I could including the loan of figures, books, etc., - free of charge!

The attention of overseas, particularly American, subscribers is drawn to the
announcement contained in the "Notice Board" on page 24 concerning the unfortunate
need to charge a handling-fee on dollar cheques. This is most important because the
present situation is costing me a lost of money!

If there is anyone who wishes to go on the Wargamer's Newsletter tour of the
Normandy battlefields on the l4th-l8th May, 1971, (see pages 3 Qnd 4 V.'argamer's News
letter December 1970) then he is urged to send his deposit of ££• ~s« -d. AT ONCE
because names are coming in thick and fast.

The picture that adorns the cover of this month's magazine shows Commander B.
Robinson R.N. (Director) in consultation with Technical Advisors and the Author (Rev.
W.J.Walter R.N.) of the closed-circuit T.V. production on the Aircraft Carrier Ark
Royal dealing with the Siege of Malta. ft full description of this project together
with two pages of pictures will be found further on in this volume.

DON FEATHERSTONE.

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-
69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD

Subscript/on rates:-

£l.l6s. Od. in the United Kingdom; £2. Overseas ( #.o in U.S.A. and Canada).
ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

Full Page
Half Page

£5. -s. -i. (#12.00). Quarter Page ... £1. 5s. _d. (*-, QQ)£2.10s -d. (06 00). Eighth PagS ... \lt: £ g'OO
Classified aaverts 2d. (2cents) per word).



FIRING INTO THE BROWN!

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT...?

SCHLSSWIG-HOLSTEIN 1864

On 30 March 1863 King Frederick VII of Denmark
issued a constitution which gave home rule to German-
speaking Holstein, while incorporating Danish-speaking
Schleswig in his kingdom. This very reasonable measure
was greeted with indignation throughout Germany. King
Frederick VII died on 15th November 1863 and was succeeded by Christian IX - as
arranged by the Treaty of London in 1852.

Bismarck issued an ultimatum demanding the repeal of the constitution in terms
that were quite unacceptable. The Danes, who had been encouraged to hope for English
support, rejected the ultimatum. Invasion by Austrian and Prussian armies followed;
England did nothing, and Christian was compelled to surrender. By the Treaty of
Yienna (October 1864) he was compelled to give up Schleswig, Holstein and the small
Duchy of Lauenburg to the invaders, who had absolutely no valid claim to any of them.

00O00

If you take a flat map
And move wooden blocks upon it strategically,
The thing looks well, the blocks behave as they should.
The science of war is moving live men like blocks,
And getting the blocks into place at a fixed moment.
3ut it takes time to mould your men into blocks,
And flat maps turn into country, where creeks and gullies
Hamper your wooded squares. They stick in the brush,
They are tired, and rest; they straggle after ripe blackberries,
And you cannot lift them up in your hands and move them.
It is all so clear on the maps, so clear in the mind,
But the orders are slow, the men in the blocks are .slow.
The general loses his stars and the block-men die
In unstrategic defiance of martial law.

Fror Stephen Vincent Benet's JOHN BROWNi
00O00-—

30DY.

HINT OF THE MONTH;

I find, that when using movement cards, that if one wishes to change formation
that one has to use a completely different card or "imagine" that say, a colume of
threes has wheeled in order to become a firing line. This presents difficulties which
I believe I have overcome.

First make the base of your movement card of a suitable size for the required
formation. Next, obtain some 'Velcro' tape (this tape has invisible nylon 'hooks'
which interlock with one another, and can be pulled apart again). Stick some of this
tape-in strips, 'hooks' upwards, over your movement card. Next, cut out small pieces
of card, on which you can stand men in certain small groups, e.g. 3x2 deep, 2x2
deep, 3 X *1 deep, etc., etc. Now you are able to stick tape to these pieces of card,
and .interlock the pieces with the movement base-card. Thus it is possible to make
different formations of men.

R. Prosser.

00O00

"There are at least 3 types of wargamers:- Firstly there are those for whom your
magazine is designed - Fun wargamers who play just for enjoyment and who like non-
complex, unambiguous rules that are quick to use - perhaps not totally realistic but
fun. Second are "simulators" who try to re-enact battle conditions to the Nth degree,
but enjoy the game and the playing. Thirdly there are the competitors - the odd ones
out. They only play to win, invariably wrangling over the rules and usiag "complex
rules t« c«ver.the fact that they will attempt to cheat (gamesmanship?) in order to
win. Every Club has some of these, but new wargamers should know that not everyone
is out to win without regard for the ill-feeling that they may cause. I believe that
it is this sort of wargamer that is spoiling the national scene today."

Steven Thornton.



BATTLE REPORT i

OF THE MONTH

KADESH - 1288 B.C.

by

Bill Abrams f

Prologue:

.:

Around 1300 B.C. Ramses II, Pharaoh
of Egypt, was involved in the expansion of his Empire in the Near East. In 1288
Ramses led an expedition to lay siege to the city of Kadesh, a.city which marked the
southern limit of the Hittite Empire at that time. Kadesh is located in Syria on the
Orontes River. The Egyptian Army was made up of four divisions, Amon, Re, Ptah and.
Sutekh, which were considerably strung out on their march to the city as they had no
knowledge of the presence of the Hittite Army due to faulty intelligence work by their
scouts. In the ensuing battle Sutekh was so far behind as to be unable to take part
in the battle and Ptah arrived at the end of the day, just barely in time to help.
Division Re was virtually eliminated at the first charge as the Hittite chariotry
caught them in flank while marching. The ensuing battle consisted chiefly of a
surrounded Ramses with his Division Amon attempting to cut their way to a link up
with Division Ptah struggling to come up from the South, which he did, making good
his escape.

The Wargame:

Map 1.

(Off fahlZ)
G> moves a.woy

This game was fought as a solo game under Tony Bath's rules in Don Featherstone's
book "War Games". At the beginning of each move each side threw a die to decide
first move in that turn. My divisions consisted of approximately 64 men mounted on
two 3x5 index cards. The off table recruits are a half division of archers and a
half division of heavy infantry is included in Division Re, all remaining infantry
were lights for the Egyptians under Ramses II. Metalla, the Hittite king, and his
subordinate, the King of Aleppo were leading about two and one half divisions of in
fantry with one division being made up of archers and heavy infantry. All cavalry in
the battle consisted of chariots only, the Hittites with twelve -light carrying jave
lin throwers, and the Egyptians with ten heavy plus the king's super - heavy, all of
which carry one bowman. The infantry had to manoeuvre by half divisions so as to
give the feel of ponderous masses in action.

First Move - The Hittite chariots double move, attacking Division Re in flank
and totally destroying it. The victorious Hittites now turned to face an expected
counter attack from the Egyptian camp. The infantry do not move.

Ramses leads a sally from the camp with his chariots and drives the Hittites
from the field inflicting heavy losses on them as their light chariots showed an un-
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fortunate tendency to overturn which was to be a problem for them all day.

Second Move - Egyptians win move and begin a retreat, abandoning their camp as
Division Amon is attempting to link up with Division Ptah. The chariots form line
to protect their line of retreat.

Metalla, the Hittite king, orders his underling, the King of Aleppo, to lead
another chariot charge against the enemy. Only the King and-one chariot are destined
to return as the Hittites are again plagued by overturned chariots which leaves them
horribly outnumbered in the resulting melee. They fall back on the still stationary
foot. The Egyptians still have six chariots plus Ramses personal chariot which was
conspicuous in its presence at the hottest action during the melee.

Third Move - Hittites send a half division of light infantry into the Egyptian
camp in pursuit of the retiring Amon division. Thru (presumably) a liberal use of
the lash, the lights are kept from looting the camp which would have ended any
further participation by them in this day's fighting (they threw a die as they enter
ed the camp, having to score a 5 or 6 to maintain discipline). Remaining Kittite
infantry advances toward Egyptian line of chariots in the already bloody plain south
of Kadesh. Double movement is used to get as close as possible. Metalla is in a
fever to destroy Amon in detail before they can link up as the combined Egyptian
forces would have a slight edge on him in infantry to add to his lack of an effective
force of chariots.

Egyptian chariots fall back far enough to prevent Hittite lights charging into
them on next move. Amon continues South and is now directly behind the friendly wall
of chariots.

Fourth Move - Egyptians move first. A half division of Egyptian archer recruits
now enters from the north-east corner of the table (a five was thrown by this force
which had been searching for the Egyptian army since move two) and stumbles right in
to the flank of the Hittite infantry passing through the abandoned camp. The infan
try thus attacked in flank is utterly destroyed, leaving the Egyptians once more
master of their own camp. In the south, the Egyptian army forms line, the infantry
to the south and in line with the chariots which make up the right wing. Two chari
ots are thrown out to flank any attack on their front.

Hittite infantry continues to advance, lights in the front, and heavies in
support role with Metalla in the rear. The remaining two chariots are ordered to the
rear to stall the archers which are now threatening the rear of the Hittites.

Fifth Move - Hittites move first. Their line now has taken the shape of an L
on its side (see map 2) with the heavy infantry on the short leg protecting the flank
from the two flanking Egyptian chariots. The Egyptians are as far as they can safely
retreat and must fight now as the Hittites would overtake them on the next move.

Ramses orders the attack. The Hittite front line hold6 up well at first but the
half division of heavies on the left shoulder of the line breaks and runs from the
chariot attacking its front. This exposes the flank of the line which manages to
face this unexpected attack but then breaks as the melee goes badly. The chariots
which had attacked them in front now turn on the flank of the next unit which breaks
due to the flank attack (chariots winning a melee may continue on one more single
move and melee again). Only the Hittite archers are left in line and their morale is
steady, but they are hopelessly outnumbered in the melee and enemy chariots will soon
be loose in their rear. The archer recruits advance from the camp and fire on the
Hittite chariots. Only the King of Aleppo survives the volley. Fugitives are stream
ing past the Hittite king.

Sixth Hove - Raises moves first and makes his victory complete. Division Ptah
arrives ana the Hittite archers surrender, the Egyptian archers capture the King of
Aleppo and cut off the Hittite retreat, the Egyptian chariots charge through the
fugitives and capture the baggage and person of Metalla. The fate of Kadesh appears
sealed.

Conclusion:

In the actual battle the Egyptians were surrounded and attacked in their camp.
Ramses personally led the attacks which kept the enemy forces at bay until his relief
came up, division Ptah, whereupon he withdrew. The battle was listed in the Egyptian
histories as a great victory while present historians seem to take the stand that it
was a draw as both expanding powers were halted. My re-enactment would have been more



to Ramses' taste.

Sources:

Breasted, James Henry "A History of Egypt" (an excellent account) Bettenbender
and Fleming "Famous Battles" (an anthology).

Map 2.
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I read 'Practical Aspects of Naval Wargaming' by
Stuart J.Fanshaw with considerable interest but could

not swallow the idea of sailing ships being faster when
beating than when reaching. So I first read the Hamlyn
All-Colour paperback called 'Sailing' by John Davies. I
quote from page 10 "Square Rig was the most elementary
form.... (of rig).... The long ships of the Vikings were L&*of¥*r&p&
good examples.... These sailed well if they had a....
wind....coming from somewhere astern.. If it was-blow
ing from ahead, the Norsemen had to row.

<7//

VJIhlT)

The large sailing ships of the great days of sail were basically square-rigged.
Improvements resulting from centuries of experience gave them much better performance
against the wind than the earliest square-riggers, but they were still severely limit
ed in this respect."

.

So much for being faster into the wind. Later in this excellent paperback there
is a comment that reaching is the fastest form of sailing in fore-and-aft rigged
vessels and these are supposed to be better when reaching than square-rigged vessels.
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COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

Terry Griner

I am just getting back into the full swing of the
hobby after some time when my work load at college
kept me away from it. In this process, I have been
writing to some other publications in the field that I
subscribed to at one time but had let drop. About two
months ago, I wrote letters to some seven wargames publications about subscribing. In
that time, I have heard from only two of these publications.

This sorry state of affairs got me to thinking about the general adminstrative
practices of wargame magazines in general. I realised that your magazine is the only
one out of the dozen or so I have subscribed to at one time or another, that I have
never had any trouble with. Yours is the only one that I have consistently received
a copy of every time one was mailed out, and the only one in which my letters of en
quiry are answered promptly and consistently. It seems 6trange to commend someone for
energetically pursuing a course of action that would surely be dictated by common
sense and general business practice. I can only feel that you and your magazine will
continue to flourish while others which ignore the simple tenets of customers service
will fall by the wayside from time to time.

I am afraid that too much of the publications of our hobby are left to enthusias
tic but unorganised staffs put together from various wargame clubs. The trouble is
that too often the initial enthusiasm fades away after the staff begins to realise how
much work is involved in putting out a good magazine. The result is that the magazine
sinks into oblivion and the subscribers are left holding the bag.

Keep up the good work on the magazine. I guess that until our hobby reaches the
point of popularity that it will be profitable for people to enter the publication part
of it in seriousness; we are going to have to rely on truly hard cases like yourself
who never lose their enthusiasm to keep us supplied with good publications and good
service.

00O00

REVIEW OF BOARD GAME

"OPERATION GREIF"

by Keith Robinson

Operation "Greif" is produced by Lowry's, P.O.Box 210, Beltsville, Illinois,
uses Avalon Hill's 'Battle of the Bulge' board and tournament rules and consists of
new counters and supplementary rules and a new order of appearance. The rules and
order of appearance charts are duplicated sheets, the URit counters are printed in
colour on good quality card which is unfortunately too thin for easy handling, phila
telist tweezers are recommended, and would repay mounting on some thicker card.

Avalon Hill's 'Battle of the Bulge' has a board which has less obstructive ter
rain than is found in the actual Ardennes and the U.S. units are not capable of beiag
broken down below brigade or combat command level which means that the Allied player
cannot use small 'penny packets' of troops to delay the German advance until a defen
sive line can be built up. This means that, generally speaking, with players of equal
ability the Germans should win by pinning the stronger American flank forces and
sneaking through the weak centre.

In "Greif" units are available as small as squads but generally speaking are at
regiment or group level (one step lower than '3ulge'). The road movement bonus is de
pendent on the majority vehicle type (tracked, semi-track, etc). This gives very re
alistic movement rules. To add realism and to explain the name of the game, one of
the units is the 150 Panzer Brigade (a unit which used captured Allied vehicles and
equipment) which may attempt to pass through the Allied lines without combat. In add
ition the German player has '^inheit Steilan' units to represent the squads of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16.



THE BASIC MODULE

by

Lt. Richard Shagrin (U.S. Army)

Assign figures of merit to each unit in your army. In my example I am assuming
you use a regular (six-sided) die to provide the random element to your game, and
have suggested some Napoleonic troops corresponding to various figures of merit.

EXAMPLE FIGURE OF MERITTYPE OF TROOPS

Superior
Excellent

Good

Average
Poor

Raw militia

Rabble, remove from play

French Old Guard 6

Grenadiers 5

British Regulars 4
Prussian Musketeers 3
Dutch-Belgians 2
Spanish 1

( Saxons at Leipsig? 0
( Egyptians after 7 Days War

Troops rated at. one will prove virtually useless. Troops rated six, used skill
fully will overwhelm most opponents even when outnumbered by great margins. Histori
cally few units were of this quality. The mere title Guard is no reason to assign a
value of 6, or even 5« Neapolitan Guards were for example probably no more than a
three.

The merit of a unit is tested with caution, since it may turn out to be lower
than you thought, and thus not capable of the action you wished it to perform. Your
opponent may require you to test the merit of any of your units when you order it to
perform a difficult manoeuvre, that is to perform an act which there is some doubt
that it could do under certain circumstances. If the unit rolls its current figure
of merit or less it succeeds at what you ordered it to do. You might have to test to
see if a unit is able to charge the enemy, take a bonus move after a melee, repulse
a charging enemy by fire (this could of course be offset by the enemy unit testing
its merit to see if it will charge through the fire), form square when charged, fire
fast and accurately enough to inflict extra casualties and make the enemy test his
merit, move faster than normal, obey new orders different from those written at the
beginning of the turn when the situation changes suddenly, or any other action which
is possible for the type of unit in question. Reason must rule your desire for vic
tory. No die roll can allow you to drop an atomic bomb, turn invisible, make ten
times your normal move, or mount infantry on artillery horses, arm them with lances
and charge an enemy square. Your opponent can be relied upon to keep you straight.
Historical examples of what you want to do should be brought forth, and in the last
resort, let a die settle disputes.

If you roll exactly your current merit, you increase it by one. If you roll
more than your current figure of merit you reduce it by one. Each time per move
troops are tested after the first, they lose one from their figure of merit. Any
time it drops to zero they have disolved into rabble and are removed from the board

immediately. Units not making their figure of merit in addition to losing one since
they are not as good as you thought, do not carry out your orders and will either
stand in confusion or refuse to advance, or carry out their old orders at your oppon

ents desire.

Contents of Ho 5:-
Is5? YT7 aircraft Photos;
DAK topi; Luftraffe panzer
insignia; Alleid array pics;
Book revievrs;I st VH7 tanks;
History of the American 1*17
rifle; History of the It; 34;
Pickelhauben,(one photo cho—n
above); Pallschirmjaccr, SS-
Sturnertillerac •'•- 4/- per
copy, from the address above.

Back

nunber s

available

at 4/-
per copy.

Photo-War Magazine

38 Pebble Hill Caravan Park,
Radley,

Nr. Abingdon.
Berks.



A NEW BOOK FOR ALL THE ENTHUSIASTS a[HO MAKE

AND COLLECT MODEL SOLDIERS AND MILITARY

VEHICLES

MILITARY MODELLING

by

DONALD FEATHERSTONE

Thorough, easy-to-follow instruction in the
making of model soldiers, military vehicles and
buildings, and how to convert or adapt existing
models. The arts of moulding and casting, solder
ing, glueing and painting are explained, as well
as the construction of dioramas and their display
cabinets.

For those who prefer to work with more up-to-
date materials, much information is given on the
assembly and conversion of Historex and Airfix
plastic models.

160 pages, fully illustrated - 38s. -d.

Published by Kaye and Ward,
194-200 tfishopsgate,
London E.C.2.

A. A. JOHNSTON • md,u,H &™L &%inU
PITNEY :: LANGPORT :: SOMERSET ENGLAND

- we are still offering the widest range of New, Imported and s/hand
Military books, immediate delivery in most cases, letters answered,
and Lists sent out regularly. Like the 'Newsletter' we make no false
claims, we let our length of service and following speak for itself.
THE MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL Peter J.Blum. Illustrd. 40pps. p.free 3o/8d
How To Go COLLECTING MODEL SOLDIERS Henry Harris. Illstd. " 36/8d
BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-1914 A.H.Bowling. Prof, illustd.

including colour " 26/-
HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES 15 March 1945- New facsimile
reprint of the rare U.S.War Dept. Manual.7"x10" hundreds of illus
trations inc. pages of colour p.freel39/od.
HANDBOOK ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES 1945. New reprint and compan
ion to previous item. p.free 139/6d
THE FIELD OF WATERLOO Paul Davies. Prof.illustd. in colour, p.f. 6/-
How to Play WAR GAMES IN MINIATURE J.Morschauser. Illustd. p.free 43/6d
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-14 and Waterloo
R.K.Riehn. Illustd. Uniform colour guide. p.free 27/6d
THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 R.K.Riehn. Uniform
colour guide, companion to previous item. p.free 14/Od

GERMAN ARTILLERY 1914-1918 D.Nash. Prof. Illustd. inc. colour, Uniforms,
Equipment, etc. P.Free 26/-d.
JAPANESE ARMY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1939-1945 R.Dilley. Prof. Illustd.
inc. colour. P.Free 26/-d.
DRESS REGULATIONS FOR THE ARMY 1900 with Introduction by W.Y.Carman.
11-J" x 8£" 204 pps. and 79 pages of plates illustrating several hundred
items of dress, P.Free 64/6d.

THESE AND MANY MORE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK INCLUDING ALL THE EXCELLENT

TITLES BY DON FEATHERSTONE. WRITE FOR LISTS, OFFERS, PART EXCHANGE.



FRENCH INVASION OF ENGLAND IN l8lO

(Part 8)

by

Harold Gerry

Ta campaign game played by the Mid-Herts
group; strategic rules given in June

Newsletter; 1 figure = 50 men, one gun = battery of 6t tactical rules cale 1 inch =
50 yards).

Campaign in the South-East, May 24th-31st.

Following the repulse at Blean, the British fell back towards Faversham to re
group, then to the Maidstone area, where they began to entrench, looking forward to
being on the defensive for a change. But the French had been ordered to do something
unexpected - instead of heading for London they were marched down to Ashford, leaving
a thick screen covering their old positions, and then on the 25th force-marched to
Tunbridge Wells, and Crawley next day, a total of 73 miles in 3 days. They rested on
the 26th, when a substantial reinforcement joined them which had landed at Newhaven a
day or two earlier, and the augmented army set off towards the Guildford-Dorking area,
seeming to threaten London from the south-east. Hearing that strong reinforcements
were coming from the Portsmouth command, likely to bring the total English armies (the
Kent Army had by now largely moved over to about the Redhill area, to keep between the
French and London) to something like a 2 to 1 superiority at the very least relatively
to the French, the French detached a force of dragoons and Young Guard to advance
through Pulborough and Petersfield on the Winchester-Portsmouth area. This was at
once successful, the second of the Portsmouth-command divisions of British regulars
force-marching back to their home district.

Battle at Guildford, 29th May.

Hoping the British would be spread out between Guildford and Dorking, the French
on the 29th marched before dawn, and deployed about 1-J miles south of Guildford at
sunrise. About 19,000 men were available, but about half of these were sent across
the Wey river some far to the south and some at a ford 2 miles south of Guildford in
order to clear the Hogs Back side of the river, where a useful road would allow the
French to bring their trains through to the northwards if Guildford were still held
by the British half-way through the morning. Another 2,000 or so (the Pulborough-
Petersfield raiders) were moving up from the south about an hour behind the others.

The plan succeeded better than expected, as it turned out that Guildford was
right at the end of the British defence line, their best forces being at Gomshall and
Olmbury, 6 and 9 miles eastwards, as the British were still expecting a 6tab at London,
which could quite likely come through the direct Dorking route. Olmbury would cover
this possibility. So the Hogs Back-Guildford area was held only by a militia division,
a rifle brigade and a stiffening of regular cavalry and infantry, about 8-9,000 men.
To gain time, and keep the French fighting as far to the south as possible, the Br.
General decided to hold the town with the militia and attack the extreme French right

wing from the Merrow Downs side. This might have succeeded admirably, as the rein
forcements from Gomshall would be on the scene by 10.15 or so, and the French had to
advance blindly, not knowing where the British units were

The sole cause of the British failure was the disgraceful behaviour of the
cavalry. When the first French units came in view just before 9 a.m., the British
rifle brigade supported by the regular infantry and cavalry swept south-west into the
attack. The French were caught with their units massed together mainly facing Guild
ford. The rifles began to bring down French gunners and cavalrymen. The French sent
in their only effective unit on the threatened flank, a cuirassier brigade. The rifle
screen evaded them and sheltered behind the British dragoons. But the latter, instead
of fighting off the French cavalry, turned tail and bolted, far to the rear. The
rifles were caught next move and driven off by the same cuirassiers. Other rifles and
some regular infantry, nearer the Chantries woods, were thus left unsupported at the
crucial moment, and were enveloped and driven off into the woods by combined French
guards infantry and light cavalry, with heavy loss.

In the town, the militia, although disordered by fighting in the streets and
gardens, behaved better. Wisely deciding not to risk his men's morale by standing to
melee, the militia general retreated his lines back through the town, firing as they
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ftc^iOo did so, and gained time which
would have been vital had the at

tack from the Down6 been pressed
.with any spirit at all. In the

C^oniil I end theif were driven out, but just
!™ as massed British cannon, a Guards

brigade, and several Line brigades
appeared about 1-J miles away. The
French would have been in a fatal

confusion at this stage had they
been effectively pinned down in
the plain south of the town by the
British holding attack. There
would not have been time to both

fight off the original British plus
the newcomers, and clear the town
and bridge. As it was, the rein
forcements simply moved in slowly
and saved the fugitives from the
first battle. The fighting had
been sharp, with about 1,000
English and 500 French in killed
alone.

(ZZJ =• o^e cck-j. ov- iyyf. brigade .
continued northwards to Bagshot, and next day (30th) moved on early to Reading, which
they took by escalade, demoralising the militia garrison with massed howitzers. They
took what military stores they could from the magazines there, and moved on to Wantage
in Berkshire, (31st) where they were only two days' march from the Severn, and began
to prepare for a junction with the French army in Wales.

The garrisons left in Whitstable and Newhaven were gradually evacuated, the
French having no further hopes of taking London from those directions.

Western Theatre, 15th-51st.

The only event here was the French retreat from Launceston on the morning of the
17th. Fearing to be cut off permanently from the Falmouth base, they marched some
hours before sunrise along the river valley to the westward, hoping to reach the road
to Bodmin and Falmouth about 3 miles west of Launceston. Volunteers remained in the
abandoned town to blow up the stores later. But the escaping column blundered into a
rifle battalion posted so as to cover the British against attacks from Bodmin along
the main road, and the alarm was raised. An extraordinary action follewed in the
half-light and fog. British regiments force-marched along the road and came upon the
flank of the French struggling up the slopes of the Kensey river valley to gain the
road against the opposition of the riflemen. The French had not the time to deploy,
but tried to break through in close formation, so that the British musketry caused
heavy loss. Then the heavy cavalry which had won the battle at Exeter earlier in the
campaign charged the weakened regiments, and routed several into the nearby woods
(south of Tregadillet, about 3 miles west of Launceston). The fighting continued for
about an hour, in the greatest confusion, and the British finally broke off contact to
re-form and bring their 1,000 prisoners back to camp. A battery was taken, and two
colours. The French struggled to Bodmin. A small British cavalry force followed,
picking up stragglers. The Western army remained at Launceston, keeping an eye on the
vital Plymouth base. But, with the French continuing to transfer units from Cornwall
to Wales, their Cornwall force by the end of the month was 60 small as to be incapable
of aggressive action of any kind.

Wales.

There was no further action here. By the end of the month the French had moved
a siege train up from the coast to start battering the Llandovery fortifications, and
on the 28th the main French transport fleet landed nearly 10,000 men to reinforce the
already large French army on the Usk. The French were also informed that the Imperial
Guard would be leaving Brest on the 1st June to head for the same area.

But there was no need for further reinforcements. When the British realised that

the French South-East army had broken through towards the Severn, and that the French
in Wales could now steamroller eastwards at any time into the Midlands, an armistice
offer by the Emperor was accepted (the King being luckily ill again, the Prince .'iegent
was quite pleased to compromise). The French at first insisted on Cornwall and Kent

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

The French army and trains
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MALTA- THE GREAT SIEGE 1565

by

.;.J.Walter, Chaplain R.N.

While on summer leave in August 1970 I heard for the first time of the art of
wargaming from a young friend. The reason for my ignorance was that I have been,
since 1948, almost entirely in remote parts of the world.

Having heard about wargames it occurred to me that this might create a form of
interest for my ship's company when away from land for long periods, but, as I puzzled
over how best to use the new idea, I found myself with a strengthening desire to por
tray the story of Malta's Great Siege particularly since we were to visit the island.

The readiest source of information was that splendid book "The Great Siege" by
Ernie Bradford backed up by other books, drawings and maps. On board H.M.S. Ark
Royal we have a closed circuit television system which was essential for the drama
tization of the story and so we were all ready to go except for the odd small detail
like the fact that I had no models and no script. At this time I had not heard of
such presentations having been made on the National television.

I wrote to Don Fc-atherstone and others for advice so, encouraged by him and
supplied with a couple of armies by Miniature Figurines, I settled down to work. Need
less to say I found it hard to get models of Knights of St. John and of Turks of that
particular year, but we managed very well with Knights and men-at-arms from the Hun
dred Years War and Arabs, Syrians and goodness knows who else from the Napoleonic era.
Had I had time I might have converted some of these figures into properly accoutred
Janissaries but this was not possible. Painting took ages and I was grateful for help
from wargamers I discovered in the ship's company.

A relief map of Malta was made out of expanded polystyrene. With an epidiascope
I projected an outline map of the Island on to a large sheet of paper and traced
round it. Then friends in the electrical department made a cutter on the hot wire
principle. This cut through the polystyrene so easily that it was a pleasure to work
with. With the hot wire we cut round the shore line of the Island and did a good deal
of the sculpting of contours. In addition we made the forts of St.Angelo and St.Elmo
out of the same material as well as the town of Birgu. More models would have been
desirable but all these jobs robbed us of time faster than I had imagined and we had
to restrict ourselves.

I wrote out a script in five episodes, each of about a quarter of an hour provid
ing for incidental music, "Voice over vision" dramatisations and sound effects. When
we began to record the series on video tape it was discovered that I was asking for
more than our visual and technical resources could cope with. We were short of app
ropriate photographs for "stills" despite the fact that the photographic department
on board was extremely helpful, and without more pictures and models we were limited
in the amount of drama we could introduce despite having plenty of voices available
to impersonate personalities of the time.

Faced with this impasse I re-wrote the entire script in a different fashion and
in only two episodes. This relieved the pressures immensely but greatly increased
the burden on myself as narrator quite apart from the re-writing.

Thus a balanced and, I believe, historically faithful account of the campaign was
presented to our whole complement. Comments afterwards were very favourable and a few
chaps asked me, on arrival in Malta, where to find the site of such an engagement and
how to get there and that, after all, was what it was largely about.

In the future I hope to conduct proper wargames on the television with various
messes competing against each other and sending in their orders by telephone. I look
forward to wild and woolly encounters.

00O00

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10: being iemilitarised, but dropped this demand and settled on
Wales being established as an independent. .rincipality. So a cease fire came into
force at 23.59 hours on the 31st Lay, 1010. The successful French commander in Wales
was created Prince of Clydach, and the South-blast commander was made Duke of Reading.
The Planners in Paris were given a lecture by the Emperor on the roots of strategy.
Who Won? The French appeared to have gained a temporary success, but in fact .ichieved
only objective C of their three targets set at the outset of the campaign. The Brit
ish achieved objectives 2 and 3-

THE END.
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MOTES ON WARGAMING IN WORLD WAR II PERIOD

by

Mark Goldberg

In a Newsletter of some months ago, J.L.Mumford
wrote most interestingly on this subject. His
description of the terrain he is using sounds exact
ly like that found in the Hurtgen forest region,
which contained some of the strongest elements of
the Siegfried Line, especially around Aachen. The
fight in the Hurtgen was one of the bloodiest for
the Americans, several divisions were badly mauled
in November of 1944 getting through this area of
thick forest, rough terrain, poor roads, prepared
defensive positions and fanatical Germans. U.S.
casualties alone numbered in the tens of thousands, and the U.S. 4th and 28th divi
sions were refitting in the Ardennes when Hitler struck with the Battle of the Bulge.
The U.S. 1st Infantry, 3rd Armoured and 5th Armoured Divisions were also refitting
and replacing thousands of casualties west of the Hurtgen on December 16th, 1944.

Although Mr. Mumford's rules are VERY interesting (especially the very limited
observation, a sore point with me with most W.W.II rulesl) I would like to point out
that usually only Engineers handled things like Bangalore torpedoes, "sticky" bombs,
demolition charges, flamethrowers and mine detectors! Also, the Allies usually ex
pended large quantities of bombs, rockets and 105-15mm artillery shells (not to men
tion 60-8lmui mortar shells) on an enemy city before assaulting it, the assaulting
unit usually having a few tanks or AFVs assigned for fire support and more direct
support once enemy AT weapons have been spotted and eliminated. Night fighting in
the city (another use for Very flares!) with mortar and artillery flares lighting up
various portions is a rather untouched area. One other factor that should be includ
ed is snipers, who were particularly effective in street fighting.

A U.S. Infantry Company (depending upon the unit it was in, and the current
state of weapons repair/replacement and troop replacements) consisted of (a) H.Q.
section of about 20-odd men, including various logistical/transport men, two Corps
men or more, and a squad of 1 Squadron Leader, 3 BAR and 3 Assistents with rifles
(b) 3/platoons, each of 2) H.Q. of 3-5 men (Lt; Plat,Sgt; plus messenger/radiomen)
2) weapons squad of 2 LMG teams and 2 Bazooka teams plus Sq.H.Q., and 2) 3 £ifle
squads consisting of a Sq.Leader (usually w/carbine or SMG) BAR team and 6-8 rifle
men. The Company's Heavy ./eapons Platoon would have an H.Q. (3 men) a Mortar Section
(2-3/60mm mortars and Observation team w/radio)and a LMG Section (2-3 LMGs, perhaps a
BAR team or attached flame thrower).

Usually 57mm AT guns or 8lmm mortar fire were available from-Battalion, and 105
mm artillery fire from Division, not to mention an AFV platoon of M4/75mm Shermans,
or M5/37mm Stuarts, or MlO/76mm Tank Destroyers.

The U.S. riflemen carried the M-1 semi-automatic rifle, which could deliver twice
the fire-power of a bolt-action weapon. A squad or two of Engineers were usually
assigned, specifically to clear minefields and blow up bunkers, pill-boxes, etc. Al
so, the Co. H.Q. Squad could contain K-1C Sniper rifles or bolt-action niper riflemen
instead of BAR," and several men per squad or platoon would have 40mm rifle grenades.

The Urfix Wehrraacht kit includes 2 Panzerfaust, a Rocket Propelled Grenade
weapon. AGerman Squad usually varied from unit type to unit type, the better ones
had about 3-4 SMG/SMPS, a semi-auto rifleman, and a half-dozen or so Mauser rifl-en,
with a pair or trio of LMGs and 2 Pzfausts. Co. Heavy Weapons had.LKw8 ™*J*0™. .
mortars, with battalion support by 8lmm and 120mm mortars, and perhaps a 75mm riowit-
zer.

AFV support was usually aSturmgeshutz III/75L48 assault gun or Pzkw JV/75L48,
or any one of a number of tank destroyers 75L48 mounted on Pzkw III oodles Czech-
38 bodies! etc. Slite units might be able to call on aPzkw V/75L70 "Panther" for
support. Artillery support was the same type, but the Germans had much less ammo to
Use? Ishould mention that the flame-thrower was usually regarded as an Engineer's
weapon, NOT for regular infantrymenl

As you can see, there is usually a lot more fire-power available than "Usually
used in an average wargame! Logistics and resupply are also usually ignored by most
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gamesters. I do not know how many minutes "8 turns" represent so I cannot really
say if that is enough time to dig a fox-hole. On the other hand, stuff like Dragon's
teeth, pillboxes, bunkers and large minefields take weeks to build, with companies
and more of men involved!

According to Tactics and Techniques of Infantry, Advanced 10th Edition (U.S.
ROTC training book, 1940 copyright) a yard in diameter shallow foxhole can be dug
"by the soldier under ordinary conditions in about 20 minutes" squatting foxhold of
about 1^- feet deep can be dug. A 3 foot deep "standing foxhole" (requiring the re
moval of about 20 cubic feet of dirt) "requires about an hour by one man with engin
eer tools under average conditions. NOTE: "average conditions" means working with
full-sized Engineer's picks, shovels, etc., in medium density soil during daylight
and NOT under enemy fire. "The small individual entrenching tool carried by the in
fantry requires 50 per cent more time, or an hour and a half to dig the standing fox
hole." Daylight work, men in good physical condition, using engineer tools, working
with reliefs every other hour, and not under enemy fire:

Cubic feet of dirt excavated per man in: (hours)

Soil Ihr. 2hrs. 3brs. 4hrs. 5hrs. 6hrs. 7hrs. 8hrs.

Hard 15 24 32 40 47 54 61 67
Medium 23 37 49 60 71 81 91 100
Soft 30 50 66 80 94 108 121 133

All hard soil must be loosened with a pick, 2 picks can loosen as much dirt as
1 shovelman can handle.

Medium soil requires 1 shovelman per pickman.

Soft soil requires only 1 pickman per 2 shovelmen.

The Standard W.W.I "Fire Trench" (5ft deep) requires excavation of 22 cubic feet
per linear foot of trench, 5 linear feet per man firing from the trench being regard
ed as normal. This type had both a firing position at 3ft deep, and behind and below
this (at 5ft of depth) a 2ft wide area for troop movements, mortars, what-have-you.
Working in darkness, or with infantry entrenching tools instead of Engineer tools, or
working under harassing fire will 3ACH reduce the amounts of dirt excavated to -f-rds
of normal, all three being present will reduce the amounts to -}rd of the stated a-
mounts. A shallow machinegun "foxhole" (2 men) requires 15ft of dirt for the LMG,
and up to 60 cubic feet for the Browning HO .30cal HMG. A stand-up machinegun em
placement requires about 85 cubic ft for the LMG, and 130 cubic for HMG. A 37mm 1916
short-barrelled AT gun emplacement requires about 50 cubic ft of excavation (15
inches deep, about 37^cm) for the shallow-type, and 110 cubic ft for a crew-standing
type. In both, the gun can be moved 6?%° either way from the front of the emplace
ment to change its firing direction. A 60mm Mortar pit (3ft deep by 4ft in diameter)
has about 60 cubic ft of dirt, plus ammunition niches. A 4ft 6inches deep by 5ft in
diameter 8lmm mortar pit requires removal of 150 cubic ft of dirt, plus ammunition
niches. (Both have room for 2 crewmen). Note that all of the above are open-topped.

Minefield: Usually sown in 3 rows, chequer-board fashion, with 6ft between mine
width-wise, and about 4ft depth-wise. A 200 yard field will thus require about 300
AT mines (which require at least 4001bs of weight to explode).

Barbed wire of 4 strands (about 3ft tall) with posts set up 10ft apart (4 paces)
requires an 8-man wiring party and an 8-man wire-carrying party, and can build 50
yards of obstacle in 15 minutes of daylight, under normal conditions.

I would think that a hand or rifle grenade lobbed/fired into ANY open-topped
vehicle (or through a tank hatch) would surely kill most or all of the people in the
vehicle (unless in a protected position or compartment) or, at least, render them in
capable of further combat.

---00O00

The Birmingham Society of Wargamers, last year's winners, will be organising the
1971 National '.vargames Club Championship at the Midland Hotel, Birmingham, on Septem-
ber 25th/26th 1971. Clubs have already been circularised with details of contests in
Ancient; 16th Century; Napoleonic; American Civil War and Modern periods. In addition,
;.j;...'j„,i .1 ; i_ _• . •-1 t i_ . j._._ ... . . ... ..... . _.
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ENGLISH CIVIL WAR CONVERSIONS

by

Ian Scott

Ensign: (from Airfix World War I German with
flamethrower).

All parts of flamethrower removed.
Slits cut in side of jacket. Left arm
should be bent to a narrow angle at the el
bow. Head with hat from Airfix Confederate.

Sword from Confederate officer. End of sash
from paper.

The flag from pin or needle (approx. l£"
long). Flag from paper or similar sub
stance. Cords from cotton.

Colours of uniform to choice - e.g. light
grey hat, white wide collar, buff coloured
coat, grey (medium) shirt sleeves, white
cuffs, orange waist sash, green shoulder
sash, dark grey breeches, green stockings,
orange ties on breeches.

(All colours ar:- imaginary - as far as ,t lAjrsflptf<?
I know they are not based on any Regiment _ ^li
of the Civil War).

1. Certain of the Americans

First World War set show potential
version but only a limited number,
with most sets.

2. Musket.:ers especially
are hard to find since Civil

Musketeers adopted a stance
with their feet a great- t>,

er distance apart

than necessary

with modern

rifles.

Thibet}]

3. 1 am looking into the possibility of con
verting the French Cuirassier into Civil War Horse.

I would like to stress that these conversions are
applicable to the First Civil War i.e. before the New Model

i\rmy was formed.

ooOoo

Operation Greif" - Continued from Page 6 .

English-speaking Germans in American jeeps sent to spread
confusion in the American rear. These attempt to pass through
the American lines in the same way as the 150 Pz. Brigade. If
they fail they are eliminated, if they succeed they are used to
misdirect Allied units and can be eliminated if discovered.

By taking greater account of the strength and equipment of
each unit types and using the special rules a finely balanced game
results and gives a battle game for the enthusiast.

A comparison must be made with 'Bastogne' which was published
in issue No. 20 of Strategy and Tactics. This utilises a board
which is based on a very careful analysis of the original battle
field. The units can be broken down to battalion or squadron

level. The movement rules take into account congestion as well as terrain. The game
is a realistic representation of the actual situation and as such it is difficult for
the Germans to obtain anything better than a marginal victory.



MUST
LIST
WHAT NOT TO MISS

Dennis Knight of Helmet
Products (Betchworth, Surrey,
England) has sent me samples of
his new 54mra scale kits for mak
ing Napoleonic period cavalry -
they are most impressive both in
quality and price! For only 10s.
(50p) it will be possible to ob
tain a range of 15 kits of heavy
Napoleonic cavalry, including the
Scots Greys, the Inniskilling
Dragoons and French Line Dragoon
Troopers among others. Each kit
contains an instruction leaflet

with a coloured picture as a
painting guide and it is stressed
that the correct adhesives and
paints must be used because the

plastic is a new material which cannot be cemented with the common donestic adhesives
*nd must be treated with a suitable undercoat before oil bound paints are used on it.
A special adhesive has been developed and is available from the manufacturers at 2s.
a tube (sufficient for 20 models). A coat of good quality white plastic emulsion
paint is an excellent undercoat for the figures, after that they can be painted with
almost any modeller or artist's paints. The horses are made of polythene with a
weighted base of polyester resin. This new plastic is a joy to carve and work with,
it can be carved or filed very easily and some kits contain plated components and
helmet crests and plumes made of real fabrics and fibres. Mr. Knight is to be con
gratulated on his enthusiasm and skill which should be rewarded by good sales figures.

singly Drive, Goring by Sea, Sussex) tells me that there is a
esent Research Group Rules, extended to 1,000 A.D., bringing
dy issued as part of the text and incorporating among other
sections on Field Engineering and Shipboard Fighting. The
s remains the same so there will be no question of people hav-
rules. They will sell at around 12s.6d. for what is in fact
of which can be played to a common basis. Bob also tells me

and 19.44/45 Infantry action (Platoon) with figures one-for-one
together with a Napoleonic set.

Bob O'Brien (75 Ar
Third Edition of the pr
in the amendments alrea
things two entirely new
main fabric of the rule
ing to learn their new
three sets of rules all
that l6th/l7th century
will soon be available

I have received from the publishers of "PHOTO-WAR" (see 'Looking Around' feature)
* binder for keeping copies of the magazine together. This sells at 22s.6d. including
postage and is sent in a crush resistant cardboard box.

graph taken direct from the film "Waterloo" and rather resembles some of those Lady
Butler paintings of the 19th century. Framed or unframed, it makes an ideal wall
decoration for a study or wargames room.

bargainer specialising in this period in order that he may test them and give an opin
ion. Looking through them they seem to be very full and comprehensive with perform
ance figures for every known armoured vehicle, gun etc. Its compilers tell me they
are very proud of the armour piercing performance table which seems to work on the
relatively familiar system of using attack and defence figures for each vehicle or
weapon together with a dice throw.

From Goods and Chattels Limited, 28 Neal Street, London W.C.2., can be obtained
a large full colour pester 22" x 37" "THE GRAND ARMY" giving in metriculous details
the uniforms of the soldiers of Napoleon's 1812 campaign.



Sold in a tube, bearing a short history of tne campaign, it includes one DiacK
and white version that can be coloured from the original. Price I9s.9d. plus 2s. -d.
postage and packing. An excellent decoration for the wall of a wargames room or
study besides being a mine of information for painting up a Napoleonic wargames army.

I have been taken to task for not including details of the many monthly editions
to the vast range of wargames figures put out by Miniature Figurines. Although we
live in the same town, Neville Dickinson ef Miniature Figurines works night and day
keeping up his rate of output and it is not beyond understanding that he should fail
to send along to me samples or details of his latest offerings upon which I can re
port. Their quality is already known to be excellent, their range incomparable and
I recommend a regular monthly and lengthy perusal of the Miniature Figurines own
advert on the inside front cover of Wargamer's Newsletter.

I have had a very brief advanced glimpse of the Airfix French Napoleonic Artil
lery set which is coming out after Christmas. It is very interesting in that it con
tains not only three guns, limbers, etc., but also six or so French Napoleonic in
fantrymen! I am "riven to understand that there is some disagreement about the shakoes
worn by the figures in this pack because they are slightly bell-topped - but this
means that they can also be painted up as Russian or German doesn t it?

BMLI Mm @UID@H

P.O. Box 19256 -& Cincinnati, Ohio 45219 v'r U.S.A.

Military Figures for the Connoisseur

30mm DIORAMA QUALITY FIGURES

NEW AND USED BOOKS

COLOR PRINTS AND PEN & INK DRAWINGS

HISTOREX FIGURES-FOOT $1.50 MOUNTED $3.40

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG ON REQUEST

ORIGINAL PAINTINGS

BY MIKE McAFEE
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YOU WRITE

TO US

"Still snatching time to write !At the Colonel's Table' for you - and I do
apologise again for the time it's taking: but I am frantically busy just now. Un
fortunately I have to put bread-and-butter-writing before pleasure-writing. New
series of "Dr. Who" just starting. (I have been dallying with the possibility of a
Science Fiction Wargame: wonder what sort of rules might apply for a Regiment of
Daleks or a Squadron of Mounted Cybermen?)"

Don Houghton.

00O00

"I would like to put a word in here about your recent book "Battles 'With Model
Soldiers" which I feel to be an excellent book for beginners to wargames, as an en
couragement and should really be read before "Wargames", which even now is still a.
Reference book really."

J.T.Newton, Secretary Newcastle Wargames Group.

00O00

"Let me take this opportunity to thank you again for an excellent publication
which is regular in its appearance unlike most of our other publications. I don't
know how you do it. Our U.S. mail is the only hold up in getting your Newsletter.
Your August issue was post marked in England on August 6th and was received at my
home in New York State on October 2nd!"

Bill Abrams.

00O00

"A few complaints. The maps of battle reports etc., are very difficult to
follow (last month's 3ull Run for instance). When sending in reports the maps and
illustrations should be well defined (August '69, Battle of Vera). You should insist
on this from prospective contributors. How about some more of Don Houghton's fine
articles. They were a joy to read. Lastly, there is hardly anything in our maga
zines about the Franco-Prussian War and with it being its centenary year I think it
deserves a little more. Articles on uniform details and battle reports would be very
welcome, not the rubbish other magazines had about composition of armies."

Alan Morrow.

00O00

"I hope that this does not sound too confusing. I am a yearling (sophomore) here
at West Point. My wargaming interests had been in Avalon Hill type strategy games.
Only recently have I started wargaraing with miniatures. I really enjoy wargaming and
have put together a 50 Years War army using Scruby miniatures. On the drawing board
is a World War II Eastern Front Army and a 20mm Napoleonic Army. My experience in
wargaming is limited, but my interest is not. A friend of mine recommended your pub
lication to me."

Cdt. Bruce E.Zukauskas of West Point.

00O00

"I bought a copy of Brigadier Young's book "Chargel" This led me to increase my
7 Years War force. I now have two armies, each of 4 Infantry Regiments, 1 Guard In
fantry Regiment, 1 Engineer Btn., 2 Light Btns., 2 Light Cavalry Regiments, 2 Heavy
Cavalry Regiments, 1 Guard Cavalry Regiment and 2 Artillery Batteries; in all some
1,000 men. I have also set them up so that they can be broken down into battalions
and regiments as used by Neil Cogswell.

Right now, I am trying to promote interest in my college in wargaming. I have
one convert so far. As he is a professor of History here, maybe I can get some place
now. He asked me to give a 20-30 minute talk on wargaming to a club he is programme
chairman for. I had to decline but I told him to contact Jeff Perren. I do not know
if he did or not."

James Groholski of Illinois.

00O00—
-

"Having just fully digested October's Newsletter I have to say that it is by far
the most interesting issue I have read. The Battle Report of the Month I found the
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clearest and most exciting yet although I would love to know the strengths of the in
fantry companies and cavalry squadrons used. I read with interest the article on the
Legend of Napoleon. Although I consider 'Old Bony' as a second rate commander com
pared with Wellington, the great victor of Assaye, Busaco, Vittoria and of course
Waterloo, I think S. Douglas is being a little hard on him.

The series of articles on Airfix conversions I must admit intrigues me, as my
Napoleonic array consists of mainly conversions e.g. the Airfix Cuirassiers, I have
found extremely valuable, have been made into French, British and Russian Dragoons and
Cuirassiers although I confess that despite my ownership of about 20 boxes I haven't
one squadron of French Cuirassiers even now I have just decided to use my Inst free
squadron as the 6th Inniskillings of 1900."

Kieron Londeryou.

ooOoo

"As regards individualism in the hobby I certainly share your own view. I heart
ily dislike the thought of any wargamer's rules being proclaimed THE rules of wargam
ing. My own rules are strongly influenced by yours, those of Brigadier Young, Neil
Cogswell, etc., but, in spite of this, they are different, they are my own. They re
flect my own opinion of how a wargame should be fought. I enjoy reading about how
other people fight their games and am always on the lookout for any innovations or
good ideas, which I can use, or which can develop a train of thought."

Christian Strachan of Copenhagen, Denmark.

ooOoo

"Don't misunderstand my comments about Waterloo and Gettysburg; I do not doubt
that you, as a professional writer with military experience, will have something new,
and certainly entertaining, to say about the former. I had visions of the ordinary
subscriber taking one quick stroll up to the memorial and mugging up from Fortescue
on what he should have been able to see.

A number of students here joined me in a sort of real life wargame in the country
around here. We were interested in concealment, individual patrol problems and that

kind of thing. Though it ended in general disgust and a soaking for all the partici
pants I think we saw how easy it must be for pickets to pass through each other and
not even realise it."

Alan Hansford Waters.

ooOoo

"I am fighting a full scale war between two ficticious countries. The period I
am fighting in with relation to arms is post-Korean War. I have completely designed
the terrain; the two countries each being about 35,000 square miles. This size allows
me to have maximum contact between my two armies, no matter where theymanoeuvre, and
it makes for a lot of action. Now, for the problem. Although I have searched high
and low, I cannot find any rules covering the use of jet aircraft - and I am at a
total loss when it comes to the formation of such rules. Do you know of any existing

rules of this nature? I will be indebted for any assistance that you can give me.

By the way, currently I am using a counter system for aircraft bombing factories
and other such targets, but I refuse to use this system with my land battles, as I
feel that it would destroy the realism that I have achieved. Well, that's all. Good
luck in your wargaming."

Jeff Prutsman of Florida.

ooOoo

"I am interested in all periods of warfare, although ancient times fascinates me.
The Punic Wars (Carthage vs. Rome) is my 'active' interest. I have Egyptian and odd
lots of various Airfix figures. A 'discovery' I made from your sample copy is the
Marlborough War. I know little about this but it has fired my imagination. Being in
Hawaii, the only wargamer in the whole State, I have had to scrape for every inch of
knowledge I have. My interest in the Carthaginians has not helped any, being that so
little is known of Carthaginian uniforms or organisation. I am joining the Society
of the Ancients in hope of gaining some information. If you know of any other sources
I might go to the aid would be priceless. Keep up the good work on your magazine!"

W.F.Smith of Hawaii.

ooOoo



THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

Jack Scruby

•

•

Congratulations on No. 100 of Wargamer's News
letter - which arrived just today. It is certainly
to your credit that you have reached the 100th issue W i'j |7 ]j
of your fine publication. From past experience of my >> '' '• "
own, I know of some of the difficulties you undergo with each issue, and it is amaz
ing to me that you have been successful in overcoming all these details and can con
tinue to put forth an interesting and exciting magazine.

I find today the market seems to be flooded with publications about our hobby,
and in general the material inside their pages seem less and less interesting as time
goes on. Perhaps I am satiated with wargaraing - but - actually so many things I read
nowadays in so many magazines are rehashes of things that have seen print years and
years ago. I realise a whole new generation is growing up finding the wonders of
wargames - and like us - they have to elaborate on their 'new ideas'. This was one
of the things - besides a slight heart attack - that decided me to give up publica
tion of magazines. It was becoming more and more difficult to find something to
print that had not been done somewhere before by some publication or another. It is
definitely to your credit that your magazine continues to give fresh material. I
think the proof of the pudding of all this is that I gave permission to an American
wargaming publication to re-run stories from my old "Table Top Talk", and by golly,
these stories they have printed - some of them years old - seem fairly fresh and new
today!

I noticed with some nostalgia your mention of our argument re War Game Digest.
At the time this seemed a flaming action to me - today I really cannot remember exact
ly what it was all about. If, as you say, this particular disagreement was respons
ible for Wargamer's Newsletter, then perhaps it was all worth while. Certainly it
seems longer than only 8 years ago that all this occurred. I have found in this
hobby that so many things have happened so fast that it has compressed "time". It
surely seems as if at least 20 years have passed since all that happened. I look
back sometimes on some of my old publications - and note in surprise it was printed
in 1964 or 1965 - actually only 5 years ago by time standards - but certainly many
more years ago by our hobby growth standards!

WE MAY NOT MAKE THE FINEST WAR GAME SOLDIERS IN THE WORLD

BUT A LOT OF OUR CUSTOMERS TELL US THAT WE DOi

21

Write us today for a special Bulletin we have prepared for British war
gamers which explains how to purchase our new 1970 catalogue (listing 1500 war game
soldiers) and how to order military miniatures from the United States.

You'll find a whole new world of model soldiers awaiting you at
scruby miniatures:
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BOOKS

by

W. T. Thurbon

The Penguin book on Wargaming appears to be a paperback re-issue of "The Bomb
and the Computer".

Have you come across that superb coffee-table book "The Man of War" by Captain
Donald Macintyre and Basil W.Bathe? (published by Methuen). Alas, most expensive,
at £7. 7s. -d. But. it covers the whole history of warships from Ancient Egypt to the
Nuclear Sub. It deals with battles only in passing, concentrating more on ships.
There are scores of illustrations, colour plates, drawyings and photographs: it will
be of great value to the Naval wargamer - although I suppose most wargamers will
follow my example and borrow from their Local Library - for £7. 7s. -d. is a hefty
price. But it is well worth reading by anyone interested in warships.

Also have you come across a series of Monographs "The Military Life of "
by Trevor Nevitt Dupuy (Colonel U.S.Army Retired) who is a leading U.S.Military
Historian. The Series appears to have been published originally in the U.S.A. They
are short, about 160 pages, but the two I have so far read seem very good within
their brief limit (I cannot find the English price anywhere in them. They are pub
lished by a firm in New York). The series seems to include Abraham Lincoln; Gustavus
Adolphus; Hitler; Alexander the Great; Frederick the Great; George Washington; Ghengds
Khan; Hannibal; Julius Ceasar; Napoleon; Winston Churchill; Hindenburg and Ludendorff.

"INTO WIND: A History of Naval Flying" by Hugh Popham (Hamish Hamilton 1969: 84s)
This is a large book of 307 pages and a very good history of Naval Flying in the Navy
from its beginnings in 1911 to 1969.

The second, on the same subject, is "AIRCRAFT AND SEA POWER" by Vice-Adrairal Sir
Arthur Heylet: published recently by Peter Davies. I have not read it fully yet, only
just having borrowed it from my local library: but it looks very good. It is a study
of the affect of aircraft as an instrument of Sea Power, and is meant to be a compan
ion to his earlier volume on the Submarine and Sea Power. This again is a large
volume, nearly 370 pages.

The third book is "MERCENARIES" by Anthony Mockler (Macdonald: 50s.) very recent
ly published. This is rather fascinating. It is a slightly uneven book. Rather less
than half is devoted to a history of Mercenaries. Beginning with the Free Companies
of the Middle Ages, covering the Condottieri, the Swiss and the Landsknechts the
Hessians employed in the American War of Independence, inevitably the Foreign Legion,
and then a rather larger section on the Mercenary Soldiers in the Congo and Biafra
etc. Mockler regards Xenophon and the Thousand as the archetype of Mercenaries, and
suggests the Anabasis should be bedside reading for every Mercenary Captain. He
divides the Mercenary into three groups:-

1. The Soldier of Fortune, like the "Wild Geese".
2. Foreign bodyguards of rulers like the Varangarians of Byzantium or the Swiss

Guards of the French Kings, or the Papal Swiss.
3. The band of professional soldiers fighting for pay or loot.

He deals only with the last group. And he does not deal with Native Troop of
Color-"1 Dependencies, like the K.A.R., or the Gurkhas- But it is an interesting
book, and he has. a lot of stuff to say about the Congo etc, which could form the bases
of some interesting wargames. I think some .wargamers already use Mercenaries in their
games.

I have also just bought, but not yet read, Len Deighton's "Bomber". This looks
as if it may be interesting. The blurb claims it to be an indictment of war - I
sometimes wonder, however, if the modern writing on the war would not alter his views
if he had been through the blitz. All war is wasteful and unnecessary, but it is
easy to take a more equable view of things when we know the result of war than we
could take when we were going through the strain of 1940.

THE MOSQUITO by Sharp and Bowyer. I am not sure when this was published, (raid or
late 1960 I think) but it is a very full account both of all marks of the "Mossie",
with drawings and details, and also of the operational use in all its functions, un
armed recce, weather flights, fighter-bomber, night fighter and bomber.



LOOKING AROUND
AIRFIX MAGAZINE - December 1970. Well illustrated articles on Truck Conversions; 54
mm Figure Conversions; first article on Napoleonic wargames figures conversions -
Anglo-Dutch Artillery; The Stalin Tank plus book, figure and kit reviews, letters,
etc., etc.

AMERICAN HISTORY ILLUSTRATED - October 1970. Contains an interesting article of an
interview with General Eisenhower plus other interesting articles about America.

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Autumn 1970. Has a very fine
article on Sir Hugh Gough and the Sikh War with interesting illustrations plus articles
on the Brunswick Troops in British Service during the American War of Independence
1776-1783 together with other articles of military interest.

THE AVALON HILL GENERAL - November-December 1970. The 'Bible' for board wargamers.
Contains articles on successfully playing the innumerable games put out by this enter
prising firm.

THE BULLETIN - THE BRITISH MODEL SOLDIER SOCIETY - October 1970. In addition to
figure, book and plate reviews also contains articles on Flats and other military
items.

CIVIL WAR TIMES ILLUSTRATED - October 1970. Has a fine front cover of American zouaves
plus well illustrated articles on General Sherman; General Tyler; Libby Prison and
Gettysburg.

GUIDON - Journal of the Miniature Figure Collectors of America - Vol.28: No.2. Con
tains articles on The Battle of Prague 1757; Prussian Infantry 1756-63; French troops
in India 1772-1783; Military Museums of Eastern Europe; conversions; Uniforms of the
English Civil War plus reviews and correspondents.

INTERNATIONAL WARGAMER - August/Septeinber/Ootober 1970. Published by the Internation
al Federation of Wargaming of America. These magazines contain a mixture of miniature
and board wargaming news. Notable for unusual articles such as A Reconstruction of
Greek Warships showing organisation of rowers; Nuclear Attack on Ships; the Battle of
Lepanto 1571 and a great deal of other worth while material.

THE BULLETIN' OF THE MILITARY HISTORICAL SOCIETY - November 1970. Contains articles on
The West India Regiment Colours and Uniform; New Zealand Artillery and The Indian Army
plus other features.

MODEL BOATS - December 1970. Has plans and article concerning the U.S. Cruisers
Brooklyn and Wichita.

PHOTO WAR - N0.5: Vol.1. Packed with interesting photos completely new to me togeth
er with considerable detail of soldiers, arms and equipment of World Wars I and II.
An unusual and thoroughly interesting magazine.

SCALa MODELS - December 1970. Has articles on British Military Markings of World War
I; Skybirds Figures; review of Miniature Figurines 54mm figures plus reviews of kits,
books, etc.

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - November 1970. Its cover adorned with military postage stamps, it
contains articles on Air Support Command; The Rotunda Artillery Museum, Woolwich;
The Napoleonic 9pdr model; record, book reviews and other features.

TRADITION - No.48. Has six fine coloured plates of the uniforms of the Napole

for
everyone.

The following carefully produced and informative publications have been received
- Drumroll - The Newsletter of the Colchester Wargamers Association; The Grenadier -
The Bulletin of the Cheltenham Wargames Club and the Newcastle 'Wargamer's Broadsheet.
All carry interesting material and all are models of enthusiasm.

00O00

English wargamers will soon be transferring enmasse to the Napoleonic period
following a surfeit of films largely filled .with battles in this period. Here in
Southampton we had the two halves of "War and Peace" in successive weeks, a fortnight
gap and the film "Waterloo" screened at the same cinema! All this plus paperbacks,
posters and the beautifully coloured cover of a new book "The Encyclopedia of Milit
ary History" with a picture of Napoleon and his Staff at Waterloo.
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THE NOTICE BOARD «

Postage is now so expensive that the Editor regrets he will only answer letters
enclosing a stamped addressed envelope. Overseas correspondents please send Interna
tional Reply Coupon.

ooOoo

This magazine and all literature and books distributed through it are sold on
the condition and understanding that, as every possible care is taken in dispatch, no
responsibility can be taken for non-arrival. Any items replaced will be charged for.

ooOoo

WANTED: American Wargames - details and price to D.Wilson, 20 Cheviot Drive,
Bradeley, Stoke-on-Trent, STu 7NY.

ooOoo

Wargamer's Newsletters can be purchased monthly by sending 3s. -d. on the first
day of each month.

ooOoo

"Handbook for Model Soldier Collectors" is still available at half price to
Newsletter subscribers - los.jd. (#2) including postage and packing. Also a few
author-signed and personally inscribed new copies of "All for a Shilling a Day!" at
12s. -d. (#1.50) including postage and packing. (Originally 30s. -d. new).

00O00

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that replacement copies for- those that do not arrive must be charged for
- usually by deducting one month from the subscription period.

00O00

An unusual opportunity to obtain long out-of-print Newsletters! A complete run
of Wargaraer's Newsletter from October 1965 to July 1969 - £7.10s. -d; another run
from November 1965 to May 1968 - £5. -s. -d. Wargamers Yearbook 1964; 1965 and 1966
- 12s.6d. each. Back numbers Wargamer's Newsletter April; July; August and September
1964; August 1965; July 1966; June 1967; May and November 1968; September, November
and December 1970 all at 3s. -d. each. Send order but NO cash - will send invoice if
copy is available.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO OVERSEAS SUBSCRIBERS

Recent big increases in British Bank charges have put a handling-charge of 2s.6d.
(30 cents) on EACH cheque from overseas. It is economically impossible for Wargamer's
Newsletter to absorb this charge. Overseas subscribers sending dollar or non-sterling
cheques must ADD 30 cents to each cheque. American Express drafts, International
Money Orders or Sterling drafts for the specific amount do not need this additional
handling-charge.

00O00

J.J.Hibbs of 1 Melville Avenue, West Wimbledon, S.W.20, wants to know if most
regiments of British cavalry in 1850 had dark blue shabraques with gold edging -
possible exceptions being the 8th and 11th Hussars and the Household Cavalry. The
cavalry regiments in the Crimea originally were - 4LD; 8H; 11H; 13LD; 17L and Royal
Horse Guards, 2D (Scots Greys), 4DG, 5DG, 6D (Inniskillings).

00O00

FOR SALE: Unique collection of 400 hand made Napoleonic figures, French, British
and Prussian 54mm. Viewing welcome at 31 Cherry Orchard, Lichfield, Staffs. G. F.
Hutton.

—00O00

WANTED: Any Avalon Hill games. Name your price. Philip Jones, 14 Broad Street,
Port Talbot, Glamorgan.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

Books by Donald Featherstone Personally inscribed and signed by theauthor.

"WARGAMES"—Battles with model soldiers. (Reprinting - Heady early 1971)
"NAVAL WARGAMES"—Sea Battles with model ships. 3ls. 6d. ($4.75)

"AIR WARGAMES"—Battles with model aircraft. 3Is. 6d. ($4.75)

"ADVANCED WARGAMES"—This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces
a host of new ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. 45s. Od. ($5.25)

WAR GAME CAMPAIGNS
This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is
seeking larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced -zn/f.A I &L nc:}
for therelative beginner. ^'/oa' KP ' '•"'
"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS". An essential
reference book giving details of the world's figure-
makers, museums, prints, books, records, dioramas, etc,
etc. Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter sub
scribers l6s.6d. (#2.00).

"ATTHEM WITH THE BAYONET!"—The 1stSikh War 1845-6. 31s. 6d. ($4.75)

"ALL FOR A SHILLING A DAY"—The story of the 16th Lancers in the Sikh

Nearly out of print! A few signed by the
author left at 12s.-d. (#1.50).

"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" a new and completely
different book that introduces the hobby and then ex
pands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer
will find interest and value in its pages. Well
illustrated with drawings and photographs. (Published
by David and Charles 57s.6d. (#7).

"MILITARY MODELLING" is a book packed with instructions
for moulding and casting model soldiers; on making
military vehicles, guns and buildings; on soldering,
gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets.
There is an extensive section dealing with the conversion
of Airfix and Historex plastic ficurPR- (Published by
Kaye and Ward). 40s. -d. (#5.00).
Little Wars

36s.Sd.
(#4.50).

Little Wars lirst appeared in 1913 and this is a facsimile repro
duction of the first edition. In this book H. G. Wells brought his
considerable imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but
effective rules to rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting
down toy soldiers with toy cannon

Little Wars is the foundation stone of the present hobby of
playing wargames. It is also a book of great charm.

Old British Model Soldiers, 1893-1918 l. w. Richards
An Illustrated Reference Guide for Collectors 3is.-5d. (#4).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1 Rules for Ancient Wargames (I000 B.C. to 900A.D.) byTony Bath.
2 Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3 Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operations in
America) by Tony Bath.

4 Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5 Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6 Rules for late I9thCenturyWargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives)
by Donald Featherstone.

7 Rules for I9I7 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.

8 Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

3s.6d. each (50c.) or the set of 8 for I guinea ($3.00) including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN"—10s. 6d (SI.50). Illustrated booklet describinc
how toconstruct realistic battlefields. - Reprinting - Ready early 1971*

These publications can be obtained by sending cash
with order to WARG.'.M'STS NEWSLETTER.

All dollar and non sterling cheques require an
additional 30 cents handling-charge added to them.
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if* Getevery
detail right

with Airfix

It's the little things-like the helicopters, operating
stern ramp and Landing Craft-that really makes the model!

And that's whyAirfix ConstructionKitsare so fantasticallypopular.
Every model is accurate to the smallest detail-a perfect

replica of the real thing! There are nineteen different series, each
made to a constant scale. Over 300 kits, at prices

trom 2/11 to 23/6. Atall good hobby shops and F. W.Woolworth
and N.A.A.F.I. Ask for the catalogue.

PLANESI
Over \b0 to choose
trom. including
aircralt from both
World Wars, modern
lets and airliners.

ARMOURED
VEHICLES!
Tanks, trucks and
missiles, all in
'00/HO* scale, lor
use with Antu

FIGURESI
Over 3b dillerent sets
'00/110' scale ligure:
-historical, military

STOP PRESS
The Jumbo Jet lakes oil!
Here it is. the giant

jLj

The world's
biggest range of

construction kits

IhesuoerbAirl
complete with multi-whet
undercarriage-is 19'long

News, articles, conversions lor modelling enthus
every month in AIRFIX MAGAZINE 7/6 Irom youl
model shop or newsagent.


